
ON SETS OF DISTANCES OF n POINTS IN EUCLIDEAN SPACE

by
P. ERD&

Let [Pg)]  he the clans  of all subsets Pjlc,  of the Ic  dimensional space consist-
ing of TZ  distinct points and having diameter 1. Denote by g,Jn,  T)  the maximum
number of times a given distance r can occur among n points of a set Pik).  Put

G,(n) = max gkh 4, g,(n) = g,(n, 1)r

(i. P.  g,(n) denotes the maximum number of times the diameter can occur
as a distance among ‘n points of k dimensional space and G,(n) denotes the
maximum number of times the same distance can occur  between ‘~2  suitably
chosen points in X:  dimensional space). It is well known [l] that g,(n)  = n
and I [a] prored  that

(1) 111  +c/loglwn  < G2(n)  <  n3:3  .

Further I conjectured t#hat  G2(n)  < nleC  for every E  > 0 if 12 > q,(c).  V~~ZSONYI
eonjecturecl  that gJ~1)  = 2n  - 2 and this was proved simultaneously and
independently by GR~NBAUM  [3],  HEPPES [4]  and STRA~ZEWICZ  [5] (all
using similar methods). I am going to prove

(2) cl.  n4 3 < G,(n)  < c, - n5i3  .

Perhaps G,(n) < n43+S  holds for all n > n(~).

One could have expected that Gk(  n) = o( n2)  and gk( n)  -C ck+ zz  for every k.
In 1955 LEKZ showed that this is not so. In fact LENZ showed that (LENZ’S
result is unpublished)

(3) g*(n) I ; .I I
The  proof’  of LENZ  is very simple. Put s = T and consider the following

[I
n points in four-dimensional space:

(Xi,  7Ji, 0, 0), 1 5 i II 8, (0,  0, Xjf  yj)  J S + 1 S i I 72

where 0 < x,, Xj,  Y,,  yJ < 1, Xf + $ = $,  X? + Yy = f.
112

Clearly all the
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s (n - S) = z distances between the points (z[,  y,, 0,  0) and (0, 0, Xj:j,  gJ)II
is 1 (and 1 is the diameter of the set (x~, y,, 0, 0); (0, 0, x,, y,).

By a slight modification of this method LEFZ  in fact proved that
n2g,(n) > 4 + csn for a certain cs > 0. LENZ  then asked: what is the limit

of g,(n)/n2 as n + ~0. In this note I am going to prove the following

Theorem. Far  every k 2 4

lim g,(n)/n2  = lim G,(n)/nz = + - A-.
n-m n--m

2T11

Clearly g,(n) s G,(n) and gJn) 5 g,+,(n), G,(n) 5 G,,,(n). Thus to
prove our Theorem it a-ill suffice to show that for every 2 >=  2

(4)

and

lim g,, (n)/n” 2 1 - -IL
n-= 2 21

The proof of (4) is trivial generalization of the proof of LENZ. For each

t, I 5 t s I denote by It  the group of T points whose first 2t  - 2 coordi-I’ 1
nates are 0 the 2t  - 1-th and 2t-th  coordinat’es  are .ri,  yi?  1 2 i 5 n ,

I.’ 11

xi,  yi > 6, 2;  + yf  = f and the remaining 21 - 2t coordinates are (1.  Clearly

for any t, + t2 the distance between any two points of It,  and 1,* is 1 and the
set IJ I, has diameter 1. Thus

1gj1

which clearly implies (4).
Next we prove (5). If ( )5 is not true then there exists an E > 0 SO that

for a certain I 2 2 and infinitely many TL,

G2i+l(n,)  >

f

$-’21  + 81 n: = 4%).

In other words there exists a set Pf$+.l)  in 21  + 1 dimensional space
and a dista.nce  T which occurs among at least’  A(n,)  pairs of points of P$TrL1).
Connect any two points of PFj+l) whose distance is r. Thus we obtain a graph
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of n,  vertices and A(n,)  edges. By a theorem of A. H. STONE and myself1
[SJ  this graph contains for sufficiently large n, = nS(s)  a subgraph of 3 (I + 1)
vertices x@)  1 g i 5 3, 1 I t s I + 1 so that any two  vertices ~(2)  and
.$;)  are rdnnected by an edge if t, + t, (’in  other words the distance between
&I)  and ~$2)  is T  if t, + ta).  But, then a
t,$at  the I + 1 planes (s$),  xv),

simple geometrical argument shows
@), 1 s t I I + 1 must be mutually per-

pendicular, which implies that the dimension of the space spanned by the
$1  is at least 81  + 2. This contradiction proves (5) and thus the proof of
our Theorem is complet,e.

By a sharpening which I recently obtained of the result of STONE and
myself I can prove

(6)

where ~~-0  as k--f ~0. I do not know how close (6) is to the true order of
magnitude of G,(n).  Perhaps the result of LENZ

(7) .n2  + c,n

gives the right order of magnitude.
Now  we are going to prove (2). First we prove the upper estimate. Let

21,  qc,, *  * . f E,  be 7~  points in three dimensional space, assume that there are
a, points at distance T from x,. Clearly to any three points x,~,  xj,, xj2  there
can be at most two points x,  at distance r. Thus since the total number of

triplets (Xj,,  "2j23 Xj3)  is
n

113.
a simple argument gives

or

(8)

n n
If v a: is given i\‘a1 is maximal if all the CL,  are equal. Thus (8) implies

1=1 i=l

which proves the upper bound in (2).

1 The theorem in question states as follows: To every E,  r>2 and I there exists
an nO  (E,  r, 1)  so that if n > n,  (F, T, I) and Gn  is a graph of n vertices  and more than

+c) edges then G n contains rl vertices $:!’  1 2 i ( 1,  1 s t ( T SO

that for every t 1 # t ~8~) and &’8, 11 ,, are connectecl by an edge for every 1 ( i,, k, 2 1.
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To prove the lower bound in (2) consider the points (r, y, z)  of integer
coordinates 0 5 5, y, z I [nli3].  Clearly the number of these points is less
than n but is greater than n (1 - E). The square of the distance between
two of these points is of the form

(9) u.2 + v2 + w2,  0 < ?h,  v, w < n’i3- -

The numbers (9) are all less t.han  or equal 37~~13 and since there are more than
- 4

rcl 12
such distances, clearly for some r the same distance mnst occur

at least l/S,*/3 times, which completes the proof of (2). From deep number
theoretic results it follows that for suitable r the same distances  occurs more
than cSnii3  loglog n.  times and this is the best lower bound I can get for G3(?&)
at the present time.

(Received December  18, 1959.)
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0 PACCTOflHWIX
MDWlY  11  TOWAMCI  3BKJICIJJOBA  HPOCTPAHCTBA

P. ERD&

nYCTb F(,k)  WTb MHOiKeCTBO,  COCTORII@  I+3 n TOYeK k-MepHOI.0  I-IpOCT~ZlH-
CTBa, AllaMeTp  KOTOPOI.0  paBeH 1. 0603HaYMM Yepe3 gk(lZ,  r) MaKCBMLUIbHOe
YIJCJIO I-Iap TOYeK (Xi,Xi), JWI KOTOPbIX PaCCTORHkIe  Xi M Xj PaBHO  r.

G,(n) = .ma,x  g&z,  r) ; gk(n)  = g,Jn,  1) .
w

hHbLW aBTOp AOKa3aJI, YTO
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~b1JIO 113BeCTH0,  qT0 &(R) = II, GR~~NBAUM,  HEPPES M STRASZEWWZ
AoKasanif rMrIoTe3y  VAZSONYI, COrnaCHO KOTOpOii  g,(n)  = h - 2. LENZ
AnKa3an!  YTo

g,(n) > f + c2n .

B HaCTORLQeti CTaTbe  aBTOp ZOKasbIBaeT,  YTO

CQ n4/3 < G,(n) < c4 ,n5/3

M, em4 k 2 4, To

1
lim g,<(n);  n2 = lim Gk(n)/n2  = + - 1 .
n-e n--m

2;
I 1


